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INSTRUCTIONS – 

 

1. The question paper has divided into 3 sections. All questions are compulsory. 

       

  SECTION-A 

1- Tick () the correct answer.                                                                                     1*10=10                         
 

a- A network consisting of small and large computer over a vast geographical area is called. 

 

1- LAN                 2-WAN                3- MAN  

 

b-A collection of web pages is called 

1-Website                2-Webserver        3-Home page  

 

c-A row in a table that contains information is called. 

1- Field                     2- Record               3- Datasheet   

d- The attribute used to mention the path of the image where it is located. 

1-IMG                       2-SRC            3-JPEG   

e– A alternative language for coding web pages is. 

1-EHTML                2-XHTML             3-EXGTML   

f- The tag used for starting a new line is. 

1-<BR>                2-<NL>             3-<L>   

g- The ending tag contains this additional sign. 

1- *                2- /             3- =   

h- The combination of data from multiple related tables into single data sheet is known as. 

1-Queries                2-Report             3-Filter   

i- The unique address of a web page is known as 

1-HTML                2-URL             3-Website   

j- A computer connected to the server is called. 

1-Client                2-Workstation             3-Workgroup   

 

2-   Write ‘true’ or ‘false’ for the following statements: -                                           1*10=10                   

     

 a. A function that returns the highest value in a series is min.       …………. 

 b. A website is a document on the web.                                     .………… 

 c. Internet is the smallest network used at your home.                                    ………. 

 d. <\HTML> is an opening tag of an HTML document.                     .……….. 

 e. A peer to peer network, work best in a large working environment.          …………. 



 

 

f. Queries are columns in a table.                                                                      ……… 

g. Internet is an example of WAN                                                                    ……… 

h. A server is sometimes called the host computer                                         ………     

i. <h6> tag defines the largest heading                                                              ………  

j. The color codes are in hexadecimal format                                                    ………. 

 

Section-B 

3-   Fill in the blanks.                                                                                                 1*10=10                                                    

a- …………..is also an example of wide area network. 

b- SRC stands for……………………………………..  

c- The row and column collectively called………... 

d- Container tag has………as well as……………….  

e- Field name is also called………….…………….. 

f- A…………is a device that join two network together. 

g- …………..example of wide area network 

h- A column in a table whose values uniquely identifies the rows in the table is called……... 

i- HREF stands for………………………………………………….. 

j- The…………is a quick and easy way to create new object. 

4-   Write the full form of the following terms:-                                                   1*10=10                                             

    

i- LAN……………………………………………………. 

ii- MAN…………………………………………………… 

iii- WAN………………………………………………….. 

iv- PAN…………………………………………………….. 

v- NIC……………………………………………………… 

vi- FTP……………………………………………………… 

vii- WWW…………………………………………………… 

      Viii-HTML…………………………………………………… 

        Ix- URL…………………………………………………….. 

         X-HTTP…………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

Section-C 

 

 

 5- -Write a HTML code for the following program: -                                             2*10=20                                         

 

   i- Write a HTML codes how programmer starts a new paragraph.  

   Ii-Write a HTML codes how programmer starts a new line. 

   Iii-Write a HTML codes how programmer adds a heading. 

   Iv-Write a HTML code how programmer change the alignment of heading. 

   v- Write a HTML code how programmer change paragraph alignment. 

   Vi-Write a HTML code how programmer create a bulleted list. 

   Vii-Write a HTML code how programmer create a numbered list 

   Viii-Write a HTML codes how programmer changes the size of text. 

   Ix-Write a HTML codes how programmer creates a link to an image. 

   x- Write a HTML code how programmer change paragraph alignment. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

   6-Answer the following question: -                                                                             3*10=30                           

  

i- What is internet? Why is it important? 

ii- What is network topology and also explain its types? 

iii- What is e-commerce and also discuss its types?  

iv- What is blogging? Name some popular blog’s. 

v- Define the building blocks of HTML tables? 

vi- Define relational database? 

vii- How will you create a database using template? 

viii- What do you mean by IMG and SRC? 

ix- Define the building block of a table? 

x- Explain the different level of heading used in HTML document? 

 

7-Practical work (Kindly do it in computer science practical file):-                           2*5=10 

Create the worksheet given below. 

Roll no. Name English Hindi Math’s Science Computer Total 

1 Kamal 80 85 95 80 95  

2 Sonali 90 80 85 85 93  

3 Rash 65 75 60 90 80  

4 ashok 80 60 70 85 90  

5 anuj 75 75 80 75 75  

i- Calculated the total marks scored by each student. Draw a column chart to plot the 

subject wise marks of each student, taking names on the category axis and mark of each 

subject along the value axis. 

ii- Add suitable chart and axis titles and add the legends at the bottom of the chart area. 

iii- Similarly create a 3D pie chart to plot the total marks scored by the 5 students and keep 

this in another worksheet. 

iv- Save the workbook as ‘mark sheet’ and close Excel. 

 


